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1421 how despicable is that woman, luo chenxi? 

at the same time, in a room in the presidential palace. 

fu jiatong pulled on the sleeve of a middle-aged man and complained, ” “dad, why are you here to pick 

me up? where’s uncle president? why did i have to wait for so long before someone came to save me? 

dad, you don’t know how despicable that woman luo chenxi is. she’s been ordering her subordinates to 

abuse me!” 

the middle-aged man was fu jiatong’s biological father and the president’s younger half-brother, fu 

wenxuan. 

seeing his daughter crying, he frowned slightly. ” jiatong, how can you say such things? you know how 

busy your uncle is usually! i was still on a visit to country A today. when i heard about you, i immediately 

ordered me to bring troops to save you. you can’t be too willful. you even dared to offend the mu 

family, what if you really made your uncle angry?” 

hearing this, fu jiatong glanced at her father, who was panicking, and a trace of disdain flashed in her 

eyes. 

of course, she knew what he was thinking. 

as the second son of the fu family, he was an illegitimate child. 

the fu family’s old master was a playboy when he was young, leaving behind many illegitimate children. 

fu wenxuan’s biological mother was a dancer, and in the past, he couldn’t even enter the fu family’s 

door. it was a long time before he could even acknowledge his ancestors. 

however, just because she was born at the right time, president fu jingxuan thought highly of her and 

raised her like his own daughter. as a result, fu wenxuan’s status rose as well. not only did he 

successfully enter the fu family’s genealogy, but he also gradually took over many of the fu family’s 

businesses from his hands. 

now, with a brother who was the president and a doted daughter, the second master of the fu family 

had become an influential figure in the upper-class circle of china. 

therefore, to him, whether fu jiatong could show her face in front of his brother and be doted on as 

usual was of utmost importance. what he was most afraid of was not his daughter being abused by the 

mu family, but her insensibility and angering the president. 
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fu jiayu was well aware of this, so she said in an annoyed tone,”dad, what’s there to worry about? just 

because i’m the only girl in the third generation of the fu family, and i was brought up by uncle, it’s 

impossible for him not to like me! his own daughter is gone, and i’m the only spiritual support he has 

left. no matter what i do, he’ll definitely dote on me!” 

fu jiatong had always been most dissatisfied with having such an incompetent father. 



if she had a choice, she really wished that the president was her real father! 

unlike now, when she still had to call that useless man ‘father’ even though she was treated like the 

president’s daughter! in the outside world, she could only say that she was the president’s niece! 

seeing that his daughter was angry, fu wenxuan quickly tried to please her. ” “okay, okay, okay. i know 

my daughter is the most capable. i’m just … just worried about you. the young master of the mu family 

isn’t someone to be trifled with. i heard that even your cousin lin chen can’t do anything to him. mr. 

president is so busy, you should be careful.” 

“i know. do i need you to tell me that?” fu jiatong said impatiently. 

after a while, he asked again,”what about my uncle president?” when is he coming back? i haven’t seen 

him in a long time!” 

” i heard from big brother’s secretary that he’ll only be back in two weeks! ” fu wenxuan replied. 

“two more weeks? that long?” fu jiatong was getting impatient. 

she couldn’t wait any longer! 

1422 the real reason behind this 

only god knew what she had experienced while she was locked up in the mu family! 

even though the mu family did not abuse her physically out of respect for the presidential palace, she 

gnashed her teeth in hatred when she thought about how embarrassed she was in front of luo chenxi 

and how luo chenxi was showing off her love for mu yichen in front of her! 

what fu jiatong wanted to do the most at the moment was to see the president immediately and use her 

best coquettish method to get the president to step in on her behalf and teach that little b * tch luo 

chenxi a lesson! 

it would be best to force mu yichen to divorce that vixen! 

even if he could not do it, he would make sure that luo chenxi’s reputation was completely ruined and 

she would no longer have the face to continue mingling in the upper-class circle! 

he looked at her ferocious expression and hesitated for a moment before saying, ” “jiatong, you … you 

really need to change that temper of yours. have you forgotten why your uncle dotes on you so much?” 

fu jiatong’s face changed as if she had just remembered something. ” i … of course i know! ” 

” it’s good that you remember. ” he nodded. ” your uncle dotes on you a lot because of me! ” if i didn’t 

make your mother give birth early, you wouldn’t have been born at such a perfect time. besides, if i 

didn’t teach you how to imitate your auntie, your uncle wouldn’t have treated you as tiantian’s 

substitute so easily.” 

hearing this, fu jiatong’s face became even more twisted. 

she was sick of hearing what he said since she was young, but no matter how much she did not want to 

admit it, it was the truth! 



when she was only two or three years old, he had taught her that when she was eating, she should curl 

her pinky finger slightly and brush her hair when she was unhappy. 
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he even hired yoga and taekwondo teachers for her at a very young age and forced her to train hard. he 

forced her to become a black belt despite her poor physical fitness. 

it wasn’t until she grew up that fu jiatong realized that these were her auntie’s traits! 

according to the legends, her aunt, whom she had never met before, was a great beauty that could 

cause the downfall of a country. every move she made was filled with charm. very few men who had 

come into contact with her would not fall for her beauty. 

moreover, although she was beautiful, she was not weak. she was a master of taekwondo. when she 

first met the young master of the fu family, she misunderstood him as a lecher who wanted to take 

advantage of her, so she threw him over her shoulder on the spot and beat the future president up. 

however, it was also because of this that she captured the heart of this young master from a rich and 

powerful family and rose to the heavens in a single step, marrying into one of the top rich and powerful 

families in china. 

fu jiatong didn’t want to learn these things when she was young, but when she grew up, she took the 

initiative to learn. 

fu jiatong had a feeling that as she grew up, the president would not be able to see her as his daughter 

anymore, and his attitude towards her would gradually grow distant. she could only imitate her auntie 

and bring back the president’s memories, so that she could continue to sit on the throne of the fu 

family’s young lady. 

it had to be said that this plan had been very successful until today. 

“alright, dad, you think i don’t know what you’re saying? you’ve indeed helped me a lot, but don’t you 

have me, your daughter, to thank for what you have today?” fu jiatong didn’t look too good. 

” i know my daughter is the smartest, but you have to continue to perform well. you can’t be so willful, 

okay? ” he hurriedly added. 

1423 luo chenxi’s position is impregnable 

“i know.” fu jiatong replied impatiently. 

she knew that her father was useless! 

why was she not the president’s daughter? 

…… 

back in her bedroom, fu jiatong smashed an antique vase on the table onto the floor, still feeling angry. 

zhong xiuna, who had been waiting in her room, was startled when she heard the loud sound of the 

porcelain breaking. she lowered her head and didn’t dare to make a sound. 



“uncle president is only coming back in two weeks! no, i can’t wait anymore. i must teach that little b * 

tch luo chenxi a lesson!” 

moreover, even if mr. president came back, he might advise her to bear with it because of the friendship 

between the two families. 

on the other hand, she … only wanted luo chenxi to fall to the ground and never get up again! 

she glared at zhong xiuna and said, ” are you an idiot? why are you still standing there? hurry up and 

think of a way!” 

zhong xiuna’s forehead was covered with cold sweat. 
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she was already frightened by young master mu’s methods during the few days she spent in the mu 

family’s residence. she dared not provoke luo chenxi anymore. 

moreover, she did not think that fu jiatong would be able to win against luo chenxi who had already 

secured her position in the mu family. 

however, she didn’t dare to say this out loud, so she could only mumble softly, ” jia … jiatong, why not … 

why not wait for a while! two weeks isn’t a long time. when the president comes back …” 

“no, i can’t wait any longer!” fu jiatong interrupted her in a huff. 

“what can i do to make big brother mu see the true face of that b * tch! for a lowly person like her to be 

with big brother mu, it must be because of the mu family’s power and status. how could big brother mu 

not see her true colors? it’s all because that slut is too shameless, her foxy methods are too powerful!” 

fu jiatong was pacing back and forth in the room, holding in her anger. 

“by the way, luo chenxi’s aunt and cousin clearly exposed the lascivious and shameless woman, luo 

chenxi, in front of brother mu the other time. they even told him about her fooling around with the 

foreigners abroad and that she had an illegitimate child. even so, brother mu didn’t do anything to her! 

why is this happening?” 

“even ordinary men can’t accept such a thing. why did big brother mu wear such a big green hat? not 

only did he not divorce her, but he also … doted on her so much! she couldn’t have cast a spell on big 

brother mu, right?” 

fu jiatong couldn’t figure this out no matter how hard she thought. 

back then, she brought lu yajing and the others to expose the truth to mu yichen. he clearly looked very 

upset at the time and was on the verge of losing his temper. 

but in the end, the unlucky ones were lu yajing and her! 

luo chenxi was still acting as the young mistress of the mu family without any worries as if nothing had 

happened! 



fu jiatong could not accept the fact that mu yichen loved luo chenxi deeply at all. she could only 

conclude that luo chenxi’s methods were too powerful. she reckoned that she had used some shameless 

seduction technique to seduce mu yichen. 

“this … i think young master mu just didn’t see enough evidence!” 

zhong xiuna also didn’t believe that a man of young master mu’s status would be so devoted to a girl 

with such an ordinary family background. however, compared to fu jiatong’s stubbornness, she was 

more or less rational. 

“jiatong, think about it. although it’s true that luo chenxi’s cousin said that she’s a promiscuous woman, 

there’s no solid evidence! young master mu was captivated by her again. if she really wanted to deny it 

and refused to admit it, isn’t it normal for young master mu to be deceived?” 
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hearing this, fu jiatong calmed down a little, and her face became serious. 

“yes, you’re right! “thus, we’ll need evidence if we want to teach luo chenxi a lesson! i’ll definitely find 

evidence of her evil intentions!” 

as she thought about it, her eyes suddenly lit up. 

“right, i just thought of … there’s still one more person! he was luo chenxi’s biological father, luo anguo! 

it was said that he was charged with fraud for luo chenxi’s substitution marriage and was sentenced to 

more than ten years in prison. he was still in prison! as luo chenxi’s biological father, he must know 

some dark secrets. moreover, he must want luo chenxi dead too. he’ll definitely cooperate with us …” 

fu jiatong’s lips curved into a cold smile. the more she thought about it, the more she felt that this plan 

was feasible! 

“zhong xiuna, go and find out which prison luo anguo is being held in. i want to see him as soon as 

possible!” 

…… 

on the other hand, luo chenxi was busy cooking in the kitchen with the little dumpling over at the mu 

family’s residence. 

“tang tang, this plate of biscuits has just been baked. can you help big sister take it out? you’re not 

allowed to eat it!” 

the little dumpling’s little paws that were already on the plate suddenly stopped, and the smile on its 

little face froze. ” big sister, tangtang didn’t secretly eat it. tangtang ate it openly … ” 

luo chenxi looked at her little glutton in amusement. she stretched out her long and slender fingers and 

scraped the corner of the little dumpling’s mouth, scraping off a few biscuit crumbs. 
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“you still say you didn’t steal it?” 



the little dumpling immediately hugged her arm and rubbed against it. ” big sister, just eat two pieces … 

no, three … cough, cough, four pieces will do! ” 

“eating so much sweet food will get your teeth hurt. besides, when your auntie fang comes over, she’ll 

bring you some strawberry cake. you’ll be full after eating the biscuits, but you won’t be able to eat the 

cake!” 

the little dumpling’s eyes widened when she heard that. ” really? was aunt fang coming? alright then, i 

won’t be provoked by biscuits!” 

the little dumpling was drooling as she ran out with the plate. 

“tang tang, walk slower …” 

luo chenxi called out to her, but she did not manage to stop her. she broke out in a cold sweat in her 

heart. 

he was really afraid that the little dumpling would fall … 

it was already the third day since she returned to T city. 

although teng siqing had already signed a contract with the production team and had officially replaced 

zhong xiuna as the new female lead and the actress for huo daining, she, who had always been rigorous, 

made a request to the production team that she would be allowed to study the script at home for at 

least a week before reporting to the production team. 

this had always been a habit of teng siqing’s, so yan heng naturally had no objections. after 

communicating with fan yinghua, he agreed. 

as a result, luo chenxi had a few more days off to accompany mu yichen and the little dumpling. 

the day before, fang ziqian called to check on her. luo chenxi recalled that she had not seen fang ziqian 

for a long time, so she invited her to her house as a guest. 

not long after, the doorbell rang. 

luo chenxi wiped her hands and walked out of the kitchen to welcome fang ziqian. 

however, the little dumpling who was thinking about the strawberry cake was faster than her. 

housekeeper chen had just opened the door when the little dumpling pounced at the door. ” aunt fang, 

you’re finally here to mess with me. i haven’t seen you mess with me in a long time! ” 

however, she only realized that something was wrong when she hugged the person. 

this didn’t seem to be the soft and fragrant aunt fang that she liked. 

“uncle bai, why are you here?” the little ball looked up and pouted, a little dissatisfied. 

1425 fang ziqian, let’s get married and have kids! 

“what’s wrong? can’t uncle bai come?” bai shixun could not help but smile when he saw the little 

furball. 



the little dumpling was really too cute! 

in the past, he could not figure out how a cold, arrogant, and two-faced man like mu yichen could give 

birth to such an adorable daughter! 

now that he knew that the little dumpling was luo chenxi’s child, he understood that it was all because 

of luo chenxi’s good genes. she did not inherit mu yichen’s bad genes … 

he was about to play with the little dumpling for a while, but to his surprise, the little dumpling didn’t 

even look at him and pounced on fang ziqian who was behind him. 

“aunt fang! do you miss tang tang?” 

as soon as fang ziqian entered the room, she was flattered to be hugged by xiao tuanzi and quickly 

picked her up. 

“of course, who wouldn’t miss our little princess?” 

the little dumpling gave her a satisfied kiss on the cheek. 

bai shixun, who was watching from the side, was envious. he leaned over and said, ” tang tang, give 

uncle bai a kiss too! ” 

from second young master bai’s point of view, he and fang ziqian were close friends. one was the little 

dumpling’s father’s best friend while the other was her mother’s best friend. in terms of closeness, they 

should be treated the same. 
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however, who knew that the little dumpling, who was still taking the initiative to be enthusiastic just 

now, rolled her eyes at him, pouted her little mouth, and flatly refused, ” no kiss! ” 

bai shixun was a little embarrassed, so he asked, ” “why? uncle bai also brought you some good food!” 

the little dumpling looked at him in disdain. ” because you’re not as handsome as my daddy! ” 

bai shixun was stunned for a moment. he then clutched his chest and almost spat out a mouthful of 

blood! 

he wanted to take back the praise he had given to the little dumpling! 

‘this little girl is really … mu yichen’s biological daughter!’ it was definitely a sesame-filled dumpling! he 

was as wicked as mu yichen! 

bai shixun was at a loss, but fang ziqian could not help but laugh out loud. without even looking at him, 

she carried xiao tuanzi and walked into the room. 

“auntie fang brought you a strawberry cake. let’s go and find a place to eat!” 

bai shixun’s face was dark, and he followed behind them with resentment. 

fang ziqian followed the little dumpling to the dining room and handed the cake to aunt chen. she 

watched as the little dumpling sat down and started eating happily with a small fork. 



she smiled. she was about to greet luo chenxi when the man behind her grabbed her wrist and pulled 

her to a corner. 

“fang ziqian, let’s get married and have kids! give birth to a pretty and cute daughter, one that’s even 

cuter than tang tang!” bai shixun wrapped his hands around her waist and whispered into her ear, ” 

fang ziqian was shocked and blushed slightly. she tried to push him away. 

“bai shixun, you … what’s wrong with you again? who … who’s going to marry you? she even had 

children! you wish!” 

seriously, didn’t they say that bai shixun was a playboy who refused to get married and was most afraid 

of being pestered by women? 

they had only been dating for a few days, but bai shixun kept talking about marriage! 

this wasn’t a clan that didn’t want to get married, this was a marriage maniac, right? 

“bai shixun, let me go! this is chenxi’s house. we don’t look good like this!” 

“not letting go! luo chenxi and mu yichen have been showing off their love in front of us quite a few 

times. what’s wrong with us showing it back to them?” 

not only did bai shixun not let go, but he also tightened his arms around fang ziqian and held her tightly 

in his arms. 

he was terrified! 

the little dumpling actually said that he was not as handsome as mu yichen? 

1426 yichen, are you … are you crazy? 

hehe, this was definitely the filter effect of his own daughter! 

when he and fang ziqian had their own daughter, he wouldn’t have to suffer anymore. he would have a 

cute little angel who would think that his father was the most handsome! 

if mu yichen knew what tang wulin was thinking, he would definitely sneer and say,’you’re too naive!’ 

who knew what kind of status mu yichen held at home? 

only an unmarried man like bai shixun would have the illusion that his daughter was on his side. 

the two of them were tugging and tugging when a familiar voice suddenly came from outside the dining 

room. ” little qianqian, you’re finally here! i’ll be waiting for you … bai shixun, why are you here?” 

luo chenxi stopped in her tracks. she widened her eyes in surprise. 

she was even more dissatisfied when she saw bai shixun’s arm tightly wrapped around her little 

qianqian. 

” second young master bai, i think i only invited little qianqian. i didn’t invite you, right? ” 



even though she knew that the two of them were officially dating, luo chenxi was still dissatisfied with 

bai shixun from the bottom of her heart. 

bai shixun could not criticize his brother, mu yichen, but when it came to women, he was truly 

underwhelming. 
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he was just a playboy with a dark history. in the past, he even boasted shamelessly in front of mu yichen 

that he would “tame” her little qianqian! he was full of the aura of a straight man. 

unfortunately, love was a private matter after all. luo chenxi could not interfere with fang ziqian’s 

decision. 

however, this did not stop her from making fun of bai shixun. 

bai shixun took a glance at luo chenxi before he wrapped his arm around fang ziqian’s waist. he lifted his 

chin and said with a smug expression, ” sister-in-law, you’re here? aren’t you treating me as an outsider 

by saying this? it’s not like you don’t know about my relationship with qianqian. you’re inviting qianqian, 

and as her spouse, how can i not attend? that’s too impolite, and qianqian won’t be happy.” 

luo chenxi chuckled. ” i’m afraid you have some misunderstanding about the word ‘spouse’. you’re not 

even married yet, and you dare to say that you’re my little qianqian’s spouse?” 

” sister-in-law, you must be joking. it only costs nine yuan in five minutes to get a marriage certificate. i 

can … ” 

” enough, bai shixun! stop talking nonsense! ” 

fang ziqian stomped on his foot and pushed him away while he was in pain. 

“little wei xi, don’t listen to his nonsense. i didn’t want to bring him here. it was your husband who 

called and invited them to our house. not only bai shixun, but third young master he and first young 

master bo will also be here today.” 

bai shixun’s face darkened when he heard fang ziqian expose him without any hesitation. 

he felt aggrieved in his heart! 

she really could not understand why it was so easy for mu yichen to show off his affection. he would 

usually show off to his brothers whenever he was free. 

however, when it was his turn, he failed every time and was always slapped in the face … 

fang ziqian walked over and hooked her arm around luo chenxi’s arm. ” little chenxi, tell me about 

what’s going on in the production team. the incident with the evening gown was such a big deal that i 

was worried sick! ” 

the two little women held hands and left affectionately, leaving bai shixun standing alone in the living 

room with a depressed face. 

“what are you doing standing here like an idiot?” mu yichen’s voice was heard. 



bai shixun suddenly came to his senses. 

when he saw mu yichen’s tall and straight figure appearing in the corridor on the second floor, he 

remembered the real purpose of his visit today. he immediately walked toward him. 

“yichen, are you … are you crazy? i just got the news yesterday that the new female lead for “gorgeous 

turn” is actually teng siqing!” 

1427 i can’t wait to seal his mouth with tape 

mu yichen raised his eyebrows and spoke in a calm tone,”oh? is there something wrong? for a big 

production like ‘gorgeous turn’, coupled with an outstanding designer like my chenxi, it’s very normal to 

be able to invite a movie queen to join. you don’t have to be so surprised, do you?” 

bai shixun was even more terrified when he heard his light tone. 

“this isn’t a surprise, this is a shock! yichen, don’t scare me. what’s going on? when i heard yan heng talk 

about this, i was simply too shocked. i heard that sister-in-law personally came to invite her back. don’t 

tell me you don’t know? you’ve been keeping a close eye on your wife, don’t you know?” 

before this, he had clearly hinted to yan heng that he didn’t have a good impression of teng siqing and 

asked him to find another actress for the female lead. 

who would have known that yan heng would be so cunning as to drag luo chenxi along with him to invite 

the guests? 

no matter how dissatisfied bai shixun was, he did not dare to embarrass luo chenxi on the spot. he could 

only come to the mu family to settle the score with mu yichen after the incident. 

mu yichen’s tone was still indifferent. ” shixun, you’re so agitated. people who don’t know better might 

think that you’re the one who was once with teng siqing … ” 

“pei pei pei, how could i be involved with a woman like her? he had truly wanted to marry her, but he 

was still dumped? i’m not bragging, but i have a good eye for women. those gold-diggers in the 

entertainment industry can only be played around with. only someone like my qianqian, who is beautiful 

and intelligent, can be married!” 

mu yichen darted him a look and pursed his lips indifferently. ” you don’t have to shout so loudly. i saw 

chenxi bringing secretary fang to the courtyard just now. secretary fang won’t be able to hear you no 

matter how much you express your loyalty … ” 

the corner of bai shixun’s mouth twitched. he felt that he was about to die from anger because of this 

two-faced fellow. 

this really explained what a bad friend was! 

he didn’t say what should be said, but he kept saying heart-piercing words that shouldn’t be said. she 

really wanted to tape his mouth up! 
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“alright, mu yichen, don’t change the topic! i know you dote on sister-in-law, but you can’t completely 

ignore your brother’s feelings, right? have you forgotten how teng siqing treated jingsi back then? you 

even invited her to act in a movie that the he family invested in. if jingsi knew about this, what would he 

think?” 

bai shixun’s face was full of pain and resentment. he could not suppress the anger in his heart and 

directly accused her. 

it was only then that mu yichen became more serious. he placed one hand on the handrail of the stairs 

and leaned forward slightly. he looked at bai shixun and said in a serious tone,”what would jingsi think? 

perhaps he’ll have to thank me in the future! it’s been so many years. i don’t believe that you can’t tell 

that jingsi still can’t forget her. two months ago, when the news of teng siqing’s engagement came, you 

saw how drunk jingsi was!” 

at that time, mu yichen had an idea to find teng siqing and find out what was going on between the two 

of them. 

however, a few days later, bai shixun got into an accident in country F and he had forgotten about it. 

now that he had the opportunity, he did not hesitate at all and secretly pushed it from behind. 

bai shixun furrowed his brows and glared at him. ” you … yichen, you’re too naive! that’s right, jingsi still 

missed her, but the more he did that, the more he should not let them meet! back then, this gold-digger 

did not know jingsi’s identity and dumped him when he needed her the most! this kind of woman …” 

1428 is it glorious to be a playboy? 

“jingsi should be thanking her for not marrying me! even if he couldn’t forget this woman now, as long 

as he had enough time, he would be able to forget her. besides, i think jingsi has just been out for too 

long. when he has a new girlfriend, he’ll definitely forget about teng siqing completely!” 

bai shixun insisted. 

however, mu yichen had his own opinion.”no, i don’t think teng siqing is like what we see. jingsi isn’t a 

fool. if she’s really a woman who only cares about money, he wouldn’t still remember her …” 

“hehe, jingsi is not stupid, he is pure! he had only had one girlfriend in so many years, so it would be 

strange if he could tell good from bad! and you too!” bai shixun scorned mu yichen without holding 

back. ” i’ve seen more women than the two of you. i don’t think teng siqing is a good person. i won’t 

accept any rebuttal! ” 

“yes, you’re a womanizer. do you feel glorious?” mu yichen scoffed. 

“also, you said your eyes are more accurate than mine? then who was the one who said that my chenxi 

was promiscuous and asked me to dump her quickly? i told you that she’s completely different from luo 

chenxin back then. did any of you believe me? what happened in the end?” 

mu yichen’s example was so incisive that bai shixun was at a loss for words. he did not know how to 

refute mu yichen. 

he racked his brain for a reply, but mu yichen was stabbing him in the back with a calm expression. 



” i’ve only dated my wife before, but our daughter is already so big, and you … can’t even get a girlfriend 

… ” 

this stab was too ruthless! 

bai shixun almost vomited blood on the spot! 
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he covered his chest with both hands and took a long time to adjust his breathing before he finally 

recovered. 

mu yichen continued,”moreover, both of you weren’t in europe back then. i’m the only one who saw 

how drunk jingsi was because of that woman! at that time, he had completely disregarded his own life! 

yet, he doesn’t allow me to find teng siqing for him. really, jingsi has always been the gentlest one 

among us. i’ve never seen him like that!” 

back then, he jinsi hung out at bars every day in paris and was rarely sober. 

mu yichen was at his wit’s end as he stayed by his side. 

it was only after mu yichen rolled around in the sheets with an unknown woman that he jinsi suddenly 

came to his senses, thinking that he was the one who had harmed his brother. 

it was precisely because of this that they had missed the best opportunity to track down the murderer. 

they only found out that luo chenxi was the woman from that day many years later. 

bai shixun was touched as well. he gritted his teeth and said, ” alright, you’re … you’re good! you said 

you’re more accurate at judging women than me, right? i’d like to see how jingsi will react when he 

touches that woman! if that woman hurts jingsi again, big brother he will definitely fly into a rage. let’s 

see how you end this!” 

“of course i have a way to clean up the mess.” said mu yichen indifferently. 

he jinsi’s elder brother, he jinyan, was the oldest among the heirs of the wealthy families in their 

generation and had always been very prestigious. 

however, mu yichen did not take it to heart.”don’t say anything when jingsi is here. just listen to me, 

okay?” don’t worry, if something really happens in the future and big brother he blames me, it’ll be my 

own problem.” 

bai shixun was completely helpless. ” alright, you said it. ” i won’t make a sound.” 

1429 they’re all bullying me, even tang tang is bullying me 

the two of them came to an end in their discussion. not long after, luo chenxi and fang ziqian returned. 

bai shixun was furious after being retorted by mu yichen for a long time. he immediately walked toward 

fang ziqian, wanting to ask for a hug and comfort from his dear girlfriend. 

however, as soon as he got close, the little dumpling pounced on him. ” aunt fang, tang tang doesn’t 

know how to put a puzzle together. can you help me? ” 



being stared at by the little dumpling’s big, blinking eyes, fang ziqian was about to melt from her 

cuteness. of course, she couldn’t bear to reject her request. 

he immediately held her little hand and said, ” of course you can. let’s go, aunt fang will play with you!” 

“qianqian, wait …” 

the poor second young master bai was once again forgotten by his girlfriend. 

when he heard mu yichen’s cough coming from behind him, he clenched his teeth in secret. he seriously 

suspected that mu yichen was the one who incited all of this! 

however, he couldn’t do anything about the little dumpling, so he could only shamelessly approach it 

and cling onto fang ziqian. 

luo chenxi was dumbfounded by the scene. 

he used to think that young master mu was shameless enough, but he did not expect bai shixun to be 

even more so! 

boxn ov el. c o m 

her little qianqian had fallen into his hands just like that. sigh! his heart felt stifled! 

he jinsi only rushed over when it was almost dinner time. he even brought bo tingyuan’s message saying 

that he couldn’t make it because of work matters. 

mu yichen’s target today was not bo tingyuan to begin with. hence, he merely raised his eyebrows and 

ordered for the meal to be served. 

he jinsi obviously liked the little dumpling a lot as well. he kept playing with the little dumpling while 

they were eating. 

compared to bai shixun, the little dumpling gave he jinsi a lot of face. he called him ” uncle he ” very 

happily and even praised him for his good looks! 

bai shixun was so angry that he did not even have the mood to eat. he looked at fang ziqian beside him 

and sighed. 

“little qianqian, they’re all bullying me. even tang tang is bullying me … quick, give me a kiss to comfort 

me!” 

fang ziqian’s eyebrows twitched. ” bai shixun, how old are you? don’t you think you’re childish? hurry up 

and sit down, eat your food!” 

she had never seen such a childish man. those who didn’t know would think that her son had already 

grown up! 

fang ziqian slapped bai shixun to the side to reflect on his actions. 

luo chenxi watched from the side. she felt that there was a reason why her little dumpling liked he jinsi 

more. 



bai shixun looked like an inexperienced unmarried man. he only knew how to play with the little 

dumpling, but when it came to taking care of her, he was a little clumsy. 

on the other hand, he jinsi was different. from time to time, he would wipe the little dumpling’s mouth 

and pour water for her naturally. one could tell at a glance that he was very attentive. he was not much 

different from a man like mu yichen who had been a father for a few years. 

at the thought of this, luo chenxi blurted out, ” third young master he, since you like children so much, 

you should consider getting married and having one of your own. ” speaking of which, out of all of you, 

you’re the only one without a girlfriend, right?” 

he jinsi’s face was initially full of smiles, but when he heard this, his body trembled slightly, and his smile 

instantly disappeared. 

her hand trembled, and her chopsticks fell on the table. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” third young master he, what’s wrong with you? ” what did i say 

wrong?” 

he jinsi hurriedly shook his head. ” no, i’m just … just a little surprised. i didn’t expect to be urged to get 

married by my parents and brother at home, but i also didn’t expect to be urged to get married at your 

house! tell me, yichen, are you the lobbyist my brother sent? did you call me over as a guest today just 

to say this?” 

1430 brother qingze, are you here to pick up tang tang? 

there was a relaxed smile on his handsome face as he gently played with the diamond button on his 

sleeve. his movements were elegant and natural to hide the surging emotions in his heart. 

luo chenxi’s words had unintentionally touched a corner of his heart that had been sealed away … 

back then, if those things had not happened, his and siqing’s child would probably be even bigger than 

tang tang … 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes in confusion. 

however, mu yichen and bai shixun knew very well who he was thinking of. 

after the two of them exchanged glances, mu yichen said, ” of course not. i asked you to come here 

mainly because i have a favor to ask of you. ” 

he jinsi smiled. ” oh? what was it? just say it!” 

“you should know that my wife is the fashion design director in the production team of ‘the magnificent 

turn’. however, her work hasn’t been smooth sailing. you saw the news online a while ago. there were 

so many people in the crew who bullied her! he simply doesn’t put me in his eyes!” 

he jinsi’s smile disappeared. ” i heard that fu jiatong … is fu linchen’s cousin? ” this matter involves the 

fu family, so it’s really difficult to handle.” 

“it’s very difficult.” mu yichen nodded in agreement. ” i’ve already chased fu jiatong out of the 

production team. however, after this incident, i found out that the internal affairs of the production 



team are actually so complicated. i’m very worried that there are other people who are plotting against 

my wife. this movie is invested in by guangxi entertainment, a subsidiary of the he corporation. you 

should visit the crew often, right? when the time comes, help me look after chenxi. if anyone bullies her, 

immediately help her solve it. i’ll thank you in advance.” 

“come, this cup of wine is for you.” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

mu yichen raised his glass to he jinsi. 

“mu yichen,” 

luo chenxi frowned. she wanted to say that she was not a child anymore and did not need special care 

from others. she could deal with the problems that arose in her work on her own. 

just as she was about to retort, she suddenly noticed mu yichen secretly giving her a look and shaking 

his head slightly. 

she was stunned for a moment and closed her mouth. 

he jinsi didn’t notice anything wrong, so he raised his glass and clinked his with his. 

“it’s just a small matter, you can just call me over for such a small matter. you even specially invited me 

over to your house. tsk tsk, you really live up to your reputation as a model wife slave! however, shixun’s 

the one who’s patrolling the set more often now, so you should ask him to do it. ” 

bai shixun had already been dealt with by mu yichen. he quickly said,”i’ve been busy recently, haven’t i? 

my grandfather and sister are still in the hospital! i can’t even take care of the company and the 

hospital, how would i have time to patrol the production team?” 

“alright, then leave this matter to me. yichen, don’t worry. i won’t let my sister-in-law suffer.” 

he jinsi had no idea that he had stepped into a hole. 

…… 

a few days later, luo chenxi received a notice to report to the production team. she brought the little 

dumpling along with her to the capital. 

initially, she was worried that mu yichen would stop her like he did the last time. in the end, this man 

did not have any objections at all this time. he was especially cooperative. 

” go ahead. work hard and take care of tang tang. i’ll visit you on the weekend. ” young master mu 

lowered his head and planted a kiss on mrs. mu’s lips, then sent her off on the plane. 

luo chenxi was still pondering when the plane landed. who am i? where am i? what’s wrong with my 

husband? why did she suddenly change? 

the moment they entered the set, the little dumpling’s round eyes widened.”brother qingze! are you 

here to pick up tang tang?” 

 


